
 

NEWS IN BRIEF
Commission Work Programme 2011 

The Commission has launched its 
Work Programme for 2011.  Following 

the format used last year, the 
document provides details on the 

strategic initiatives to be adopted 
together with an indicative list of 

initiatives to be adopted during the 
remainder of the mandate. 

 
A full report on the programme will be 
considered by the Scottish 

Parliament’s European & External 
Relations Committee at its meeting of 

14 December 2010. 
 

EU Energy Strategy (2011 - 2020) 
The Commission published its energy 

strategy for the next decade on 10 
November 2010.  The document 

provides details on upcoming 
initiatives, including proposals to 

address: (i) energy efficiency; (ii) 
energy infrastructure (including 

grids); and (iii) energy funding. 
 

Other news 
Debate continues over the likely size 
of the EU budget for 2011, with the 

European Parliament insistent that 
more monies must be found. 

 
The Commission has launched a 

consultation on the roadmap for a low 
carbon economy by 2050. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Agreement has been reached on €4bn 
of funding for renewables and 

carbon capture as part of the 
windfall from the auctioning of carbon 

permits. 
 

Finally, the Commission published its 
5th Report on Economic & Social 

Cohesion on 10 November 2010.  A 
full report will appear in the next 

Bulletin. 
 

Updates from Scotland’s MEPs 

David Martin MEP and Ian Hudghton 
MEP have provided updates on their 

activities in Europe. 
 

Future updates from Scotland’s MEPs 

will be included in forthcoming 
editions of the Brussels Bulletin.  
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COMMISSION WORK PROGRAMME 
2011 

 
Current status 

The Commission published its legislative 
work programme for the coming year on 

27 October 2010. 
 

What’s happening? 
The Commission Work Programme 

(CWP) 2011 continues the translation of 
President Barroso's 2009 political 

guidelines into action.  This CWP is built 
on the five main political priorities for the 
EU set out by President Barroso in the 

first State of the Union Address, 
delivered before the European 

Parliament (7 September 2010): 
 Dealing with the economic crisis 

and building the momentum of the 
recovery 

 Restoring growth for jobs by 
accelerating the Europe 2020 

reform agenda 
 Building an area of freedom, 

justice and security 
 Launching negotiations for a 

modern EU budget 
 Pulling the EU's weight on the 

global stage 
 
As with CWP 2010, the CWP 2011 

provides a multi-annual overview to 
assist stakeholders and EU institutions 

plan their work with the Commission. 
The document outlines the strategic 

initiatives that will be adopted in 2011 
and provides an indicative list of other 

important initiatives for the period 2011-
2014.  Several strategic initiatives are 

carried over from the previous year. 
 

A full report on the CWP 2011 will appear 
in a separate report to be considered by 

the Scottish Parliament’s European & 
External Relations Committee at their 
meeting of 14 December 2010. 

EU ENERGY STRATEGY 2011 – 2020 
 

Current status 
The Commission published its energy 

strategy for the next decade on 10 
November 2010. 

 
What’s happening? 

The EU’s first energy action plan runs 
until the 2010.  In 2007, EU leaders 

called on the Commission to prepare a 
new action plan for the post-2010 

period.  It is expected that the new plan 
will commit €1trn to energy issues. It is 
anticipated that the 2011-2020 action 

will be endorsed by EU leaders at their 
March 2011 summit.   

 
Energy efficiency.  The strategy, which 

was available in draft form prior to 
publication, prioritises energy efficiency, 

arguing that it needs to be 
mainstreamed into all relevant policy.  

The EU has already set as a target a 20 
per cent energy saving by 2020.  To 

achieve this, the Commission intends to 
establish a set of ‘fair and measurable’ 

objectives, primarily utilising member 
states’ national energy efficiency action 

plans.  The Commission will publish its 
Energy Efficiency Action Plan in spring 
2011.  The action plan is expected to 

detail legislation addressing the energy 
efficiency of existing buildings, with 

incentives to spur on renovations, 
introduce energy efficiency standards for 

all vehicles including a ‘robust car 
labelling system’.  Further industry will 

be encouraged to make use of energy 
audits (with assistance for SMEs 

provided by a dedicated support 
mechanism). 

 
An integrated pan-European energy 

market.  The Commission is concerned 
about the fragmentation of energy 
markets represented by national 

file:///C:/commission_2010-2014/president/pdf/press_20090903_en.pdf
file:///C:/commission_2010-2014/president/pdf/press_20090903_en.pdf
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boundaries.  ‘The new challenge to 2020 
is […] to provide the backbone for 

electricity and gas to flow where it is 
needed’.  To this end an Energy 

Infrastructure Package will be adopted 
on 17 November 2010, with the aim of 

revising existing policy for trans-
European networks in energy (TEN-E). 

The package will seek to tackle: the 
problems of ageing infrastructure; poor 

east-west and south-north energy 
connections; a lack of suitable network 

links which is a barrier to further market 
integration; and investment in renewable 
energy sources which are located far 

from consumers.  The package will 
authorise European regulators and 

transmission system operators to 
develop a blueprint for European 

electricity and gas grids between 2020 
and 2050, with the resulting map 

expected in mid 2011.    
 

The package will include: (i) a 
Communication on Energy Infrastructure 

for the 2020/30 Horizon which will look 
at investment needs, priorities for 

infrastructure development and funding 
and the 10-year network plan for the 

European Network of Transmission 
System Operators (ENTSO); (ii) a 
Commission staff working paper on 

energy infrastructure which will assess 
six priorities set out in the 2nd Strategic 

Energy Review; (iii) a Communication on 
the preparation of a blueprint for 

offshore grids in the Northern Seas of 
Europe which will outline a vision for 

2020 and 2030 and will identify 
regulatory issues to allow a more 

integrated grid; (iv) a report on the state 
of play of smart grids; and (v) a proposal 

for a regulatory framework to deal with 
data protection, electric vehicles and 

open access to grids.  
 

New funding instruments.  On funding, 
the document is less specific.  It 

recognises that the building of new 
interconnections and developing smart 

grids requires a ‘broad view of new 
funding instruments,’ and makes 

reference to ‘the mobilisation of 
additional resources under the next 

multi-annual financial framework’. 
 

Other legislation that can be expected 
before the end of 2010 includes: 

 
 Revision of the 2008 

Communication on raw materials. 

The revision will outline challenges 
in regard to access to raw 

materials, the role for ensuring 
sustainable development, policy 

actions to fight export restrictions 
to third countries and how to 

better integrate raw materials into 
EU development policy ( 17 

November 2010). 
 Proposal on the transparency and 

integrity of energy markets. The 
proposal will establish ‘proper 

market conduct rules and a 
regulatory framework for 

monitoring and surveillance of 
these markets’ and will cover gas 
and electricity markets as a 

minimum (23 November 2010). 
 

 
OTHER NEWS 

 
European Budget for 2011.  At the 

recent EU leaders summit (28 – 29 
October 2010), agreement was reached 

to hold the increase in the 2011 EU 
budget to 2.9%.  The European 

Parliament is seeking a 6.2% increase. 
The Parliament’s rapporteur on the 

budget, Sidonia Jedrzejewska MEP, said 
she believed a compromise could be 
reached, but it would depend on member 
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states accepting that the EU cannot 
provide more services with less money 

(8 November 2010). Jedrzejewska 
suggested that an increase of 4.5% was 

a possible outcome.  If this month's 
negotiations between Parliament and 

Council fail then the budget, which must 
be approved by all member states, will 

be frozen at the 2010 level and 
disbursed in 12 equal monthly 

instalments. 
 

Low carbon economy.  The European 
Commission has launched a consultation 
on its forthcoming Communication ‘A 

Roadmap for a low carbon economy by 
2050’.  The consultation takes the form 

of an online questionnaire.  The deadline 
for response is 8 December 2010.  The 

communication is expected to emerge in 
February 2011.  The consultation seeks 

views on the effectiveness of the EU´s 
current climate change initiatives, as well 

as suggestions for future initiatives which 
could deliver emissions reductions of at 

least 80% by 2050. Responses are also 
sought in relation to climate change 

mitigation and adaptation.  
 

Funding for renewables and carbon 
capture.  The Commission adopted a 
proposal to channel €4bn from the sale 

of permits from the EU Emission Trading 
Scheme (EU-ETS) to projects supporting 

carbon capture & storage (CCS) and 
renewables (4 November 2010).  The 

proposal, termed the ‘New Entrants 
Reserve 300’ was originally agreed by EU 

leaders in 2008.  Around eight eligible 
projects are expected to be given a 

share of the proceeds from the sale of 
300 million carbon permits called 'EU 

Allowances' (EUAs) from the EU ETS New 
Entrants' Reserve. 

 
Cohesion funds.  The Commission 
published its 5th Report on Economic and 

Social Cohesion on 10 November 2010, 
marking the start of a public consultation 

and a debate on main priorities (and 
funding) of EU regional policy for the 

period 2014-2020.  More details on the 
report will appear in the next edition of 

the Brussels Bulletin. 
 

 
UPDATES FROM SCOTLAND’S MEPs 

 
As a semi regular feature, the Bulletin 

will include updates on the activities of 
Scotland’s MEPs. 
 

David Martin MEP 
The International Trade committee, of 

which I am a member, is due to consider 
legislation over the next few months on 

emergency trade preferences for 
Pakistan, to help underpin Pakistan's 

recovery from the floods and its future 
development. The committee has 

recently adopted a report on human 
rights, social and environmental 

standards in international trade 
agreements, and in my capacity as 

member of the Human Rights 
subcommittee I drafted the 

subcommittee opinion on the importance 
of human rights provisions in trade 
agreements. In the Constitutional Affairs 

committee, discussions are ongoing on 
the European Citizens' Initiative, the new 

provision under the Lisbon Treaty to give 
formal consultation to a petition from 

one million European citizens. 
 

Parlement européen 
Bât. Altiero Spinelli 

13G354 
60, rue Wiertz / Wiertzstraat 60 

B-1047 Bruxelles/Brussel 
Tel. : +32 (0)2 28 45539 

Fax : +32 (0)2 28 49539 
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Ian Hudghton MEP 
The two major EU policy reforms 

continue to dominate agendas for MEPs, 
including myself. Consultation and 

debate on reform of the CAP and CFP, 
provides an opportunity for us to 

promote the Scottish interest in Fishing 
and Farming and to influence the 

complex process of EU decision making.  
The recently published major inquiry 

reports instigated by the Scottish 
Government, led by Brian Pack on CAP 

reform and Alan Campbell on the future 
of the CFP, will be very useful to us in 
arguing for sensible policies which would 

help us to sustain and develop these 
vital food production industries.  

 
We must learn from the experience of 

the CFP, which has failed to meet its 
objectives, mainly due to a grossly over 

centralised approach to management of 
the resource. With the Lisbon Treaty 

came an extension of the co-decision 
power of the European Parliament, 

including into the area of Agriculture and 
Fisheries Policy, meaning that the 

collective view of MEPs cannot be 
ignored. Some encouraging signs have 

come from our Fisheries and Agriculture 
Committees in their responses to the 
early stages of policy reform, but 

Member State government support will 
be essential in achieving results which 

suit Scotland's distinctive interest. 
 

Parlement européen 
Bât. Altiero Spinelli 

08H161 
60, rue Wiertz / Wiertzstraat 60 

B-1047 Bruxelles/Brussel 
Tel. : +32 (0)2 28 45499 

Fax : +32 (0)2 28 49499 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UPCOMING 
EVENTS & 
MEETINGS 
 

November   December   

16 Commission-sponsored 

conference on CFP reform 

 1 – 2 CoR Plenary Session 

17 ECOFIN (Finance) Council   2 – 3 Justice & Home Affairs 

Council 

17 Publication of:  

 Communication on CAP  

 Energy Infrastructure 

package 

 Communication on raw 

materials 

 2 – 3 Transport, 

Telecommunication & 

energy Council 

18 – 19 Education, Youth, Sport & 

Culture Council 

 6 - 7 Employment, Social 

Policy, Health & 

Consumer Affairs Council  

22 – 25 European Parliament 

plenary session 

 Discussion on 

Stockholm Programme 

 Vote on EU Energy 

Recovery Plan re-

financing 

 6 – 7 Scottish Parliament EERC 

delegation in Brussels as 

part of International 

Inquiry 

23 Conference on Carbon 

Capture & Storage (CCS) 

 

Publication of proposal on 

transparency & integrity 

of energy markets 

 7 ECOFIN Council 

25 – 26  Competitiveness Council  7 Education informal 

Council 

29 – 30 Agriculture & Fisheries 

Council 

 8 Deadline for consultation 

on low carbon economy 

consultation 

30 Launch of EU 

Environment – State & 

Outlook report 2010 

 13 – 14 Agriculture & Fisheries 

Council (TAC & Quota 

discussion) 

   16 – 17 European Council 

   20 Environment Council 
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CONTACT DETAILS 
 

Dr Ian Duncan 

Rond Point Schuman 6 

B – 1040 

Bruxelles 
BELGIQUE 

 

 Tel:  0032 2282 8377 

 Fax: 0032 2282 8379 

 

 Email: ian.duncan@scottish.parliament.uk 


